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as seen in
Newport Life

classic necklace
with crystal accents
28 (14 mm) beads and measures 183/4"
not shown
classic necklace (w/o crystal accents)
measures 181/2"

Share your story ... you inspire us!
WHALE WATCH
classic bracelet
with crystal accents
this picture is actual size

ME231857 bracelet $65

12 (14 mm) beads
and measures 7¾"
not shown
classic bracelet
(w/o crystal accents)
measures 71/2"

PINEAPPLE PATCH

pink/green

This pink and green New England theme is a perfect way
to go on a Whale Watch this season! Great with Pineapple Patch, too!
Clear crystals for sparkle. (silver accents)

ME331857 necklace $115

pink/green

rf

Pink and green rocks in a theme inspired by the sailor’s symbol
of hospitality. This perfectly preppy version of Pineapple Patch
has cool clear crystals. (silver accents)

ME231854 bracelet $65

ME331854 necklace $115

perk it up!

bangle
4 petite beads on a silver plated
bangle that adjusts to fit your wrist.

check out
our infinity
collection!
infinity

Color us happy!

3 petite beads and 2 crystal
accents on a silver plated
bangle that slips on easily.

AMERICAN BEAUTY ROSE

WATERMELON PATCH

A rose is a rose … but this one is extra special. Bloomin’ beauties
in rich pink and fuchsia set on soft white and accented
with grass green peridot crystals. (silver accents)

Who doesn’t love a great slice now and then?
Get juiced up with your very own pink and green sunny delight!

ME231889 bracelet $65

ME331889 necklace $115

Welcome to our latest collection, featuring best sellers
that are just right for right now. Celebrate your own
individual style with us!

where you’ll find ...
jewelry
bracelets & necklaces
(classic bead w/crystal accents
and classic bead)...................... 3-11, 13
earrings ........................................... 15
petite bead bangle bracelets ........ 14-15
petite bead infinity bracelets ........ 14-15

Our beads are all hand painted.
Bracelets and necklaces are strung
on luxury weight elastic for easy wear
and no fussing with clasps.
Each piece comes in its own velvet
jewelry pouch for safekeeping.
Bracelets and necklaces
have a signature “AM”
logo bead.

moore info
gift certificates ................................. 12
order info & return policy .................. 12
store locations ................................. 12

Our crystal accents
are exclusively
SWAROVSKI
ELEMENTS.

(silver accents)
ME231878 bracelet $50

ME331878 necklace $100

as seen in
Northeast
Tennis

not shown
relaxed fit classic with crystal accents
Relaxed bracelets and necklaces
are available where this graphic is
noted for a looser, more casual look.
Relaxed fit bracelets with crystals have
14 classic beads and measure 9".

rf

Relaxed fit necklaces have 32 classic beads
and measure about 21".

relaxed fit classic
Relaxed fit bracelets have 14 classic beads
and measure 83/4".
Relaxed fit necklaces have 32 classic beads
and measure 20".

COOL COSMO

TENNIS, ANYONE?

Our Cool Cosmo girl loves her pink drink and you will, too!
We’ve added a shot of silver and sparkly clear crystals
for the bling thing. (silver accents)

Make yours a win win with our pink and green tennis theme!
Light rose crystals give just a bit of bling.

ME231828 bracelet $65

rf

ME331828 necklace $115

relaxed ﬁt cryﬆal bracelets $75 necklaces $125

(silver accents)
ME231560 bracelet $65

call: 800-927-5470

ME331560 necklace $115

visit us online: angelamoore.com
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MARGARITA MAMBO

rf

HOTSY DOTSY

Shake it up, baby! Make your Margarita Mambo count
with this pastel treat that’s perfect with your girly looks.
Clear crystals add a sparkle pop. (silver accents)

ME231832 bracelet $65

INDIA SPIRIT

Be the coolest girl on the block with this preppy chic silver,
lime and fuchsia treat ... complete with clear crystals.

(silver accents)

ME331832 necklace $115

ME231728 bracelet $65

ME331728 necklace $115

pink/orange

rf

Sunshine brights in pink and orange give this cool graphic
a zesty look. Wear with our matching India Spirit dress or top
for a pretty combo. Clear crystals. (silver accents)

ME231876 bracelet $65

Flirty girl style!

ME331876 necklace $115

WHALE WATCH

pink/orange

Go on your own Whale Watch with this cute pink and orange
version of the theme that New England girls love! Clear crystals
remind us of seaside fun. (silver accents)

ME231858 bracelet $65

ME331858 necklace $115

Sunny girl style!
as seen in
US Weekly

FRENCH LACE

multi

rf

FRENCH LACE

Imagine a French armoire filled with linens and lace and you’ve got
the vintage feeling! Wear with Blue Belle or French Lace Pink for fun.
Finished with clear crystals. (silver accents)

ME231543 bracelet $65

ORANGE CRUSH

pink

You’ll look pretty in pink with our lacy, lovely take on antique lace
from Paris. We add the light rose crystals and you add
the pink champagne! Delicious! (silver accents)

ME331543 necklace $115

ME231544 bracelet $65

ME331544 necklace $115

rf

FLORAL GARDEN

GOLDEN PANSIES

Pretty purple, fresh fuchsia, wonderful white ...
all our favorite garden delights accented by crystals in pale violet.

Get your bloom on! Features golden butterflies and pastel pansies
with peridot crystals. This is a garden to treasure!

(silver accents)

rf

ME331410 necklace $115

relaxed ﬁt classic bracelets $60 necklaces $110

spice

rf

There’s a certain orange flower that you see only in the desert ...
we’ve captured that spirit. Saucy, spicy and super!

(golden accents)

(silver accents)

ME230644 bracelet $50

ME330644 necklace $100

ME231550 bracelet $65

ME331550 necklace $115

as seen in
Worth Avenue

as seen in
US Weekly

ME231410 bracelet $65

DESERT BLOOM

Orange you going to love this bold way to wear your favorite color?
A super smoothie that will perk up your style!

(silver accents)
ME231215 bracelet $65

ME331215 necklace $115

relaxed ﬁt cryﬆal bracelets $75 necklaces $125

CORAL REEF

rf

You don’t have to snorkel to find the perfect Coral Reef.
Ours has seafoam turq, sunny coral and golden shells
with aquamarine crystals. (silver accents)

ME231515 bracelet $65

ME331515 necklace $115

SUNSET SHIMMER

rf

If you love the rosy glow of a special sunset, this one’s for you!
Pair it with Treasure Island for a coral celebration.
Finished with clear crystals. (silver accents)

ME231762 bracelet $65

ME331762 necklace $115
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as seen in
Newport Seen

DESERT BLOOM

blue

rf

PALM BEACH

Here’s a blue, khaki and white combo you’ll wear with everything
from denim to darks. Cool, clear crystals add the smooth finish.

(silver accents)
ME231549 bracelet $65

ANCHORS AWAY

blue

Channel Jackie O with peacock feathers, fancy florals
and groovy graphics ... a cool mix of old world style
and new girl charm. (golden accents)

ME331549 necklace $115

ME21330 bracelet $50

ME31330 necklace $100

navy/silver

Get your sail groove on with a nifty navy nautical theme
that’s perfect for land lovers or seaside girls.
Clear crystals add the sparkle. (silver accents)

ME231852 bracelet $65

Blue on blue

ME331852 necklace $115

NIFTY NAUTICALS

navy/silver

rf

Ahoy matey! Our neat nauticals have cute whales
and sleek sails in silver and navy, with clear crystals too
... it’s nifty! (silver accents)

ME231716 bracelet $65

ME331716 necklace $115

Cool cruise colors
as seen in
Yankee

GORGEOUS GOLF

rf

Make that putt in style with Gorgeous Golf to give you good luck
on the green and on the 19th hole! Peridot crystals are smooth,
just like your short game! (silver accents)

ME231559 bracelet $65

ME331559 necklace $115

COUNTRY COTTAGE

SAIL AWAY

Imagine the cottage down the lane ... and a shady side porch
filled with navy and white chintz ... aaahh. Here’s your chance
to capture that breezy feeling all year long. (silver accents)

Whether you’re going to Sail Away in spirit or jibe and tack
in the big swells, you’ll love this cool blue salute to all things nautical.
Clear crystals add the fizz! (silver accents)

ME230979 bracelet $50

ME330979 necklace $100

ME231542 bracelet $65

ANCHORS AWAY

ME331542 necklace $115

navy/kelly

rf

Go nautical in classic style with nifty navy and cool kelly
for a theme that’s great solo or with the navy version.
Clear crystals. (silver accents)

ME231850 bracelet $65

ME331850 necklace $115

as seen in
Coastal Living

NAUTICAL BREEZE

rf

lime/turq

UNITED BY LOVE

rf

Feel the fresh air and the wind through your hair
with our crisp take on nautical style. We love it with basic navy,
classic white or lovely lime. (silver accents)

We’re all part of the same great universe, so let’s be
United By Love. Blues symbolize love; clear crystals symbolize
forever. It’s a vibe that’s just right for right now. (silver accents)

ME230347 bracelet $50

ME231834 bracelet $65

ME330347 necklace $100

relaxed ﬁt classic bracelets $60 necklaces $110

ME331834 necklace $115

relaxed ﬁt cryﬆal bracelets $75 necklaces $125

BLUE HEAVEN

rf

It’s blue on blue and you’ll love it, too! Gorgeous shades of royal,
navy and cornflower blue blend with smooth silver and pale blue
crystal accents ... it’s my Blue Heaven! (silver accents)

ME231418 bracelet $65

ME331418 necklace $115

PINEAPPLE PATCH

navy/silver

Celebrate happy days with a nifty navy symbol of hospitality
that says welcome with clear crystals for a bit of shine.

(silver accents)
ME231855 bracelet $65

call: 800-927-5470

ME331855 necklace $115

visit us online: angelamoore.com
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INDIA SPIRIT

turq/green

rf

Ocean colors of turq and lime inspired this cool graphic design.
Wear with our matching India Spirit dress or top for a pretty combo.
Clear crystals. (silver accents)

ME231875 bracelet $65

ME331875 necklace $115

SASSY SEAHORSE

rf

Our sweet and sassy seahorse is a terrific turq that’s
just right for resort ... aqua crystals for beachy match ups!

(silver accents)
ME231731 bracelet $65

ME331731 necklace $115

ME231826 bracelet $65

Let’s talk turq!
LUXE LIFE

rf

Live the Luxe Life with soft turq and smooth silver set on
a crisp white background. Aquamarine crystals give this
a serene style that looks great with Starfish Pearl. (silver accents)

ME231403 bracelet $65

ME331403 necklace $115

ME331826 necklace $115

TREASURE ISLAND

rf

Get your own pirate’s booty with our treasure trove
of nifty nautical themes and clear crystal accents.
Love it with Sunrise and Sunset Shimmers! (silver accents)

ME231764 bracelet $65

ME331764 necklace $115

Beachy keen style!

SEYCHELLES SPIRIT
It’s a faraway island with special vibe. Go there in person
or get there in spirit with terrific turqs, smooth silver
and aqua crystals. (silver accents)

ME231769 bracelet $65

rf

BEACHY KEEN

Rock a pink and navy nautical vibe that’s Beachy Keen!
Love the anchors, love the shells, love the look!
Clear crystals make it shine. (silver accents)

ME331769 necklace $115

STARFISH

pearl

rf

STARFISH

We’re all about bright whites set off by shimmering resort shades
of pale pink, blue and turq ... light rose crystals complete the glow!

(golden accents)
ME231412 bracelet $65

ME331412 necklace $115

black

Imagine a midnight sea with shimmering starfish
in tropical shades ... great for day and magic at night!
Aquamarine crystals lend a lovely feeling. (silver accents)

ME231419 bracelet $65

ME331419 necklace $115

l
rf

ME230990 bracelet $65

rf

ME330990 necklace $115

relaxed ﬁt classic bracelets $60 necklaces $110

GIRAFFE

aqua

rf

Our jungle Giraffe has gone resort and we’re lovin’ the seafoam
look. Finished with aquamarine crystals.

(silver accents)
ME231516 bracelet $65

ME331516 necklace $115

relaxed ﬁt cryﬆal bracelets $75 necklaces $125

l

l

LUCKY DAY

Make this your Lucky Day with our special collection
of good luck symbols. Pale pastels set on pearly white
with aquamarine crystals. (silver accents)

COCKTAIL TIME

rf

Here’s a shaker full of fun for your Cocktail Time!
Think icy clear crystals and a rainbow of delectable drinks
set against a midnight sky. Magic time! (silver accents)

ME231827 bracelet $65

ME331827 necklace $115

HOT TROPICS

rf

Looking for a little exotic in your life? Head for the tropics
with fun fishies, silly sea creatures and cool peridot crystals.

(silver accents)
ME230957 bracelet $65

call: 800-927-5470

ME330957 necklace $115

visit us online: angelamoore.com
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Theme it up!

From patriotic to preppy, you’ll find
special styles to wear & share.
Plus more themes online.

BEACH BABY

ANCHORS AWAY

Get your seaside vibe on with bikinis and flips that tell a fun
sunny story. Clear crystals make it pop. (silver accents)

ME231825 bracelet $65

ME331825 necklace $115

navy/red

rf

ANCHORS AWAY

Nautical spirit rocks a red, white and blue vibe inspired
by Newport’s sailing history. Clear crystals. (silver accents)

ME231851 bracelet $65

ME331851 necklace $115

red

rf

We love the look of red and white with clear crystals in this classic
nautical theme! Pair with the navy/red version for fun. (silver accents)

ME231853 bracelet $65

ME331853 necklace $115

as seen in
InStyle

FANCY FLIPS

rf

FLIP FLOPS

You’ll flip for this classic version in peppermint pink and preppy green ...
it’s a darling way to walk the style walk. (silver accents)

ME230501 bracelet $50

ME28986 bracelet $50

ME330501 necklace $100

LIGHTHOUSE LANE

white multi

Run around in style with these cute little flip flops ...
it’s a footloose finish in our favorite colors. (golden accents)

ME38986 necklace $100

rf

TENNIS TALES

SHE SELLS SEASHELLS

Tell your own game, set and love match story with Tennis Tales
of cool style and favorite court moments. (silver accents)

Can you say it quick? It’s fun to try! A pink and green seashell
sensation with pale pink crystals. (silver accents)

ME230581 bracelet $50

ME231202 bracelet $65

ME330581 necklace $100

ME331202 necklace $115

rf

PINEAPPLE PATCH

Our lovely lighthouses capture the spirit of New England in crisp
nautical colors ... with starfish, crabbies and anchors. (silver accents)

ME230540 bracelet $50

ME330540 necklace $100

VERMONT COUNTRY

GOLF GIRL TOO
Hey golf girl, it’s a brand new day and you’re set to play with colorful
brights that tell our favorite golf story. (golden accents)

rf

relaxed ﬁt classic bracelets $60 necklaces $110

ME231856 bracelet $65

ME331856 necklace $115

JOIN THE PARTY ~ REPUBLICAN

Back your favorite party with election year style
in All American red, white and blue! (golden accents)

Back your favorite party with election year style
in All American red, white and blue! (golden accents)

ME20757 bracelet $50

ME30757 necklace $100

ME20758 bracelet $50

ME30758 necklace $100

as seen in
Women’s World

Go green and stay serene. Whether you live in Vermont or just dream
about it ... with cows, barns, milk and farmer’s cheese. (silver accents)

ME331863 necklace $100

rf

JOIN THE PARTY ~ DEMOCRATIC

as seen in
Yankee

ME231863 bracelet $50

red

Try this red and white Pineapple Patch with the red Anchors Away
for a New England duo of classic style. Clear crystals. (silver accents)

ME230580 bracelet $50

ME330580 necklace $100

relaxed ﬁt cryﬆal bracelets $75 necklaces $125

NAUTICAL BREEZE

red/blue

rf

Ahoy matey ... wear our red, white and blue for a crisp nautical,
a classic for those moments to jibe and tack in style. (silver accents)

ME230346 bracelet $50

ME330346 necklace $100

DEAUVILLE

rf

Celebrating Coco Chanel’s classic nautical blue and white with touches
of gold that we love. Our tribute looks great as a duo. (golden accents)

ME231208 bracelet $50

call: 800-927-5470

ME331208 necklace $100

visit us online: angelamoore.com
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order information
customer service

exchanges and returns

We welcome your phone call
or email if you have any questions.
call us: 800-927-5470
monday-friday 9am - 5pm est
email us at: angela@angelamoore.com

We are happy to accept catalog or web
purchases for exchange or credit within
30 days of purchase. Gift recipients may
return items for exchange or
merchandise credit only. Unfortunately,
and without exception, we are unable
to accept returns on merchandise that
has been used or worn. Please send
your package to us via an insured and
prepaid method. Include the packing slip
and the completed Return/Exchange
Form. Adjustments to credit cards will be
made within two billing cycles. Shipping
and handling fees are not refundable
on exchanges or returns.

sales tax
Sorry, Rhode Island and Florida
residents, but the law requires
you to pay sales tax on applicable
merchandise.

warranties
- Jewelry, watch bands and accessories
are warranted from defects for
120 days from date of purchase.
- Quartz watch movements are
warranted for one year from
date of purchase.

gift cards
Gift cards can
be purchased
for online
or catalog
redemption.
Store gift cards
can be purchased
directly at each location.

Please note that if an item has been
shipped to you free of charge through
a promotion, we will make a deduction
for the shipping charge.
Our Angela Moore retail stores are
unable to process returns/exchanges
on items purchased through our
catalog or website.
Send all returns to:
Angela Moore Returns Dept.
Newport Corporate Park
Two Corporate Place ~ Suite 301
Middletown, RI 02842

order by:
phone: 800-927-5470
web: angelamoore.com
standard delivery (3-5 business days)
for orders totaling

charges

up to $49.99
$50.00 - $99.99

$7.00
$9.00

FREE standard shipping on orders
of $100 or more!
overnight delivery
(orders must be placed by 12pm est
Mon-Fri. - additional fee applies)

saturday delivery
(orders must be placed by 12pm est Fri.
- additional fee applies)
We are unable to ship to a PO Box unless
shipment is made by United States Postal Service.

MOON SHADOW

rf

ME231211 bracelet $65

ME331211 necklace $115

401-619-1900
newport@angelamoore.com

561-833-3503
palmbeach@angelamoore.com

newport

palm beach

relaxed ﬁt classic bracelets $60 necklaces $110

ME331786 necklace $115

Canadian orders (add $5). Shipping is by
United States Postal Service, 7-10 business days.
International orders subject to additional shipping and
handling charges (add $25). Taxes and duties are the
responsibility of the customer.

Village Shops
6170 North A1A
Vero Beach, FL 32963
772-217-2176
verobeach@angelamoore.com

ME231829 bracelet $65

MOONDROP SERENADE

ME331829 necklace $115

rf

If you live in silver, but love your gold ... here’s a “must have”,
complete with sparkly crystals. Pair with Solar Swirl, Sun Shadow
or Moon Shadow for stackable impact! (silver accents)

ME231413 bracelet $65

ME331413 necklace $115

as seen in
Newport
Wedding

vero beach

relaxed ﬁt cryﬆal bracelets $75 necklaces $125

rf

When it’s time to Count Your Blessings and make gratitude
your favorite attitude, do it in style with this silver, gold
and crystal sensation. Peace, love, baby! (silver accents)

rf

WEDDING BELLS

SOLAR SWIRL

Look lovely for your walk down the aisle. Pearl white,
with gilded florals on silver, finished with shimmering crystals.
Pick up petites or little girls’ for your bridal party. (silver accents)

Crisp white with a Solar Swirl and icy clear crystals ...
it’s fashion’s favorite color combo. Stack multiples
of these for super chic shine! (silver accents)

ME231530 bracelet $65

rf

ME231786 bracelet $65

Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, Guam or the
U.S. Virgin Islands (add $10). Overnight shipping is
not available to these areas.

our angela moore boutiques
32 Via Mizner ~ Worth Avenue
Palm Beach, FL 33480

rf

Think snow capped mountains and sparkling silver lakes
and you’ve got the way to keep cool all season long ...
complete with icy crystals. Great with Cool Castaway. (silver accents)

Sparkle & shine this summertime!
COUNT YOUR BLESSINGS

190 Bellevue Avenue
Newport, RI 02840

FEATHER FLURRY

Fly me to the moon ... where I’ll wear soft silver with pale white
florals, frosty crystals and a touch of gold for luck. Bangle it up
with Solar Swirl and Raj Revival for dreamy drama. (silver accents)

ME331530 necklace $115

ME231213 bracelet $65

call: 800-927-5470

ME331213 necklace $115

visit us online: angelamoore.com

Simply chic!
Pair our bangles,
infinity
and classic
bracelets
with your
other
favorite
bracelets
for different
looks!

We’re all ears

bangle bracelets $50
inﬁnity bracelets $30

AMI1006

gorgeous
golf

sunrise
shimmer

ME224034

gorgeous
golf

ME224051

AMI1007

petite bead
earrings
$25
classic bead
earrings $30
petite bead
post earrings
$25

luxe life
ME224011

Bangle bracelets are
adjustable so you can
gently bend to fit your
wrist. Infinity bracelets
slip on easily and
are also adjustable.
The luxury silver plating
makes them super
tarnish resistant.

all earrings are
either gold (-g)
or silver filled (-s)
earwires or posts

Our popular bead earrings feature gold
or silver accents for cool, comfy style.

giraffe aqua

Our silver plated
petite bead bangle
and infinity bracelets
are sleek and chic.

15

purple passion

love that lobsta

treasure island

ME224030

ME224012

ME224052

preppy perfect

desert bloom spice

coral reef

ME224065

ME224031

ME224013

desert bloom
(spice) -s
ME640752

starfish pearl

raj revival

tennis, anyone?

ME224050

ME224002

ME224032

fancy flips

coral reef

tennis, anyone?

AMI1005

AMI1003

AMI1013

sail
away -s
starfish (pearl) -g

luxe life -s

ME670326

ME670325

fancy
flips -s

palm
trees -g

ME650503

ME650605

luxe
life -s
ME640725

tennis,
anyone? -s

purple
passion -s

nifty
nauticals -s

ME650640

ME650660

gorgeous
golf -s

whale watch
(pink/orange) -s

ME640823

ME640850

pineapple
patch -s

watermelon
patch -s

ME640744

ME640781

ME640845

ME640878

wedding bells

solar swirl

raj revival

solar swirl -g

wedding bells -s

AMI1015

AMI1035

AMI1010

ME670321

ME670328

treasure island -s

desert bloom -s

starfish
(black) -g

feather
flurry -s

starfish
(pearl) -g

anchors away
(navy/red) -s

ME670339

ME670337

ME640735

ME640822

ME640732

ME640841
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current resident or

Perfect pairings!
Golf … tennis …
sailing … sunning …
We’ve got
summer style
for all your
memorable
moments.

got a question?
our style specialists are happy to help!
call us mon-fri, 9am-5pm est
800-927-5470
or visit us online
angelamoore.com

Angela’s cover photo taken
on location in sunny Florida.

follow us and get inspired!

